IEEE CAI 2023

- The IEEE Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IEEE CAI) is a new conference and exhibition series with an emphasis on the applications of AI and key AI verticals that impact industrial technology applications and innovations.

- New research and breakthroughs in the industry, gain insight into new start-ups and leading AI companies, grow your network, and get inspired by the brightest minds working in multi-faceted fields.

Six “Verticals” of Interest in 2023

- AI in Healthcare/Life Sciences
- AI in Transportation/Aerospace
- AI in Energy
- Industrial AI (PHM, Digital Twins, etc...)
- AI for Earth Systems Decision Support
- Ethical & Societal Implications of AI
Santa Clara is in the Heart of Silicon Valley, California

6 Miles/9.7 km
1. Adobe Systems
2. AMD
3. Applied Materials
4. Avaya
5. Broadcom
6. Brocade
7. Cadence
8. Cisco
9. Citrix Systems
10. Coherent
11. Cypress Semiconductor
12. Dell
13. EMC
14. Ericsson
15. FireEye
16. Hitachi Data Systems
17. Intel
18. Intuitive Surgical
19. Marvell
20. McAfee
21. Netgear
22. Nvidia
23. Palo Alto Networks
24. PayPal
25. Samsung
26. SanDisk
27. Samsung
28. ServiceNow
29. SunPower
30. Super Micro Computer
31. Synaptics
32. Tata Consultancy
33. Ultratech

12 Miles/19.3 km
1. Agilent
2. Apple
3. Barracuda Networks
4. eBay
5. Fairchild
6. Flex
7. Global Foundries
8. Google
9. Juniper Networks
10. KLA Tencor
11. Lam Research
12. LinkedIn
13. Lockheed Martin
14. Lumentum
15. Microsoft
16. NetApp
17. Netflix
18. Polycom
19. Silver Springs Networks
20. Symantec
21. Synopsys
22. Tesla
23. TiVo
24. Trimble Navigation
25. Xilinx
26. Yahoo

25 Miles/40.3 km
1. Facebook
2. Hewlett-Packard
3. Intuit
4. Oracle
5. SAP
6. Synnex
7. Varian Medical
8. VMware
IEEE CAI 2023 - Approach

• Two days June 5-6
• Three verticals in parallel per day
• Keynote and plenary speakers on key new AI directions
• Industry exhibit hall
• Workshop for start-up community
• Poster sessions, some journal paper presentations
• Additional social and networking opportunities to foster career development
• Lunches
IEEE CAI 2023 - Important Dates

- Workshop & Panels proposal deadline: 1 February
- Poster paper submission deadline (2 pages max): 19 March
- Acceptance notifications and reviewer’s comments: 30 April
- Final reviewed submission deadline: 21 May
- Conference: 5-6 June
IEEE CAI 2023

• Plan now to attend this highly anticipated inaugural event, taking place **June 5-6, 2023** in Santa Clara, CA!

• IEEE CAI 2024 will be held in Singapore!

• For more information check out our website

https://cai.ieee.org/2023/